MACHINE TOOL CONTROL SYSTEMS AND INTERPOLATIONS OF SPLINE TYPE
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The article focuses on a list of options for using spline interpolations, often referred to as interpolation of higher types. The article pays attention to several representatives of control systems. The issue is also conceived in relation to the preparation of the NC program by CAD/CAM, where the data is prepared for control systems. The available functions of CAD/CAM systems are very diverse. The preparation of the NC program is also related to the issue of postprocessors and therefore they are mentioned in the article as well. Let this article be a basis for those who are interested in the creation of NC programs using non-standard interpolations and serve as an introduction to this issue.
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1. Introduction

When using a CAD/CAM system for creating NC programs, we must have an adequate postprocessor which ensures the conversion of CL data (cutter location data) to the NC program. CL data is the output from the CAM system. The postprocessor falls within the chain in Fig. 1, which summarizes the process of an automated NC program creation process. Therefore it is necessary to respect initial conditions given by the other blocks in the chain next to the postprocessor. Fig. 1 is an attempt to illustrate the fact that the postprocessor is not necessarily part of the CAM system (although CAM producers strive for it). The postprocessor can be a stand-alone program and due to its main function – automatic NC program generation based on processing of the CL data file – it can be argued that it is in essence a compiler. The CL data file contains all necessary information to create a specific NC program. The CAM system user (the production engineer) sets the tolerances for toolpath generation and these are then reflected in the resulting set of coordinates in the CL data. Besides the coordinate system, tools and coordinates of toolpath points, the CL data file consists of information about tool changes, feed-rate value, spindle speed value and sense of rotation, desired cooling, type of interpolation, etc.

We can import the NC program into the machine tool control system. However, if we consider the use of spline interpolation, we must determine whether the control system used supports spline interpolation. If the control system does support spline interpolations, we have to determine their types and specify their format. This is not so simple. We also need to know whether the CAM system used supports the generation of toolpaths by means of spline interpolations. And again, if so, in what format these interpolations are generated. The postprocessor has to prepare the data adequately for the needs of the control system.
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used. The advantage of using spline interpolation is that the control system receives the data prepared for controlling the toolpath as a smooth curve. When using linear interpolation, then at the point where two linear interpolations are connected, the curve shows corners. Fine surface roughness can be achieved when spline interpolation is used as well as low tolerance requirements on toolpaths. Moreover, high demands on accuracy lead to smoother characteristic of feed-rate along the toolpath.

![Fig.1: NC program creation process](image)

2. Spline interpolation options of selected control systems

Now let us mention the possibilities of using spline interpolations in selected control systems. It is clear that it is not possible to enumerate all control systems, but Siemens, Heidenhain and Yamazaki Mazak control systems will be mentioned.

**Siemens**

Sinumerik control systems, which are produced by Siemens are equipped with a wide range of programming options for smooth curves in the NC program. The best equipped type is Sinumerik 840. Three types of interpolation are designed strictly as a spline interpolation. They are A-spline (Akimov spline), B-spline and C-spline (cubic spline) and all information is contained in the literature [6]. A-spline passes through the specified points and rarely causes oscillation of the curve. B-spline does not pass the specified control points of the control polygon (the assignment for the approximation B-spline) and also very rarely leads to oscillating curves. B-spline designation (used by the manufacturer for this interpolation) is misleading because in reality it is a NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-spline) as it is also possible to specify the weight of control points. Because this interpolation is labeled as B-spline in the SINUMERIK control system, I will use the label for this paper as well. Only where appropriate, the designation will be complemented by NURBS abbreviation in parentheses.

The next interpolation is a C-spline, which also passes precisely through the specified points. Because it is designed with the assumption of continuous curvature, it can often lead to oscillating curves. The use of the A-spline interpolation is suitable if the curve contains large pitch changes (e.g. a stepped curve). C-splines can be used as the substitution in cases where the interpolation points lie along an analytically calculated curve (e.g. circle, parabola, and hyperbola). This is presented in the literature [6].
B-spline interpolations are mainly conceived as a general format for spline interpolation programming using CAD/CAM systems. In the CAD/CAM system standard toolpath points are first calculated, as if they were a linear interpolation. Based on these points we calculate the interpolating spline that passes through the points obtained. The curve is transferred to the control system using the parameters for equations of approximation spline. This interpolation is selected primarily to transfer data from CAD/CAM because it does not cause an oscillating curve in large field of applications.

Consequently, here is how to write this interpolation:

BSPLINE SD=... X... Y... Z... F...
X... Y... Z... PL=... PW=...
X... Y... Z... PL=... PW=...

The following abbreviations are used in the notation:

BSPLINE ......... introduction to NURBS interpolation in the NC program,
SD ............... degree of the curve (the second or third degree is used in practice)
    and is expressed after the equal sign,
    ... ............. a number is replaced by three dots,
X, Y, Z .......... coordinates of points of the curve are reported directly by letter,
F ............... feed-rate specification option,
PL .............. parameter to determine the distance between knot points is given
    after the equal sign,
PW ............ opportunity to indicate the weight of the control point (the higher
    the weight, the more the curve approaches the point).

The extension for smooth curves in multi-axis machining was also done for this interpolation in the Sinumerik system. This is performed by simultaneously programming one spatial curve for controlling the tool reference point (tool tip) and one more spatial curve for controlling the second point away from the tool reference point distanced by a constant value on the axis of the tool. This is presented in the literature [2] as well. The extended B-spline interpolation for multi-axis operation is performed as follows:

BSPLINE SD=... F...
X... Y... Z... XH=... YH=... ZH=... PL=...
X... Y... Z... XH=... YH=... ZH=... PL=...

This notation is extended by the following designations:

XH, YH, ZH .... coordinates of control points of the second spatial curve, given
    after the equal sign

In addition to spline interpolations mentioned above the SINUMERIK control system allows the use of polynomial interpolation, which can be also sorted among the interpolations of the spline type as well. To write this interpolation, we need to know the following syntax:

POLY
PO[X]=(xe, a2, a3) PO[Y]=(ye, b2, b3) PO[Z]=(ze, c2, c3) PL=... 

The following abbreviations are used in the notation:

POLY ................. introduction to polynomial interpolation in the NC pro-
    gram,
PO[X], PO[Y], PO[Z] ..... marking of the polynomial for a given axis,
xe, ye, ze ............ end position for relevant axis of machine tool,
Coefficients $a_1$, $b_1$ and $c_1$ are not specified because they are automatically computed using these equations:

$$a_1 = \frac{x_e - a_0 - a_2 \cdot PL^2 - a_3 \cdot PL^3}{PL},$$
$$b_1 = \frac{y_e - b_0 - b_2 \cdot PL^2 - b_3 \cdot PL^3}{PL},$$
$$c_1 = \frac{z_e - c_0 - c_2 \cdot PL^2 - c_3 \cdot PL^3}{PL}.$$ (1)

The notation contains the following designations:

- $a_0$, $b_0$, $c_0$ ........... coordinates of axes positions at the end of preceding block.
- Third degree polynomials at most are used but polynomials of the fifth degree can be entered as well. Polynomials will then have four coefficients instead of two coefficients. Furthermore, the polynomial interpolation can be also used for multi-axis machining operations using the second spatial curve. The second spatial curve is then determined by three other polynomials: $PO[\text{XH}] = ()$, $PO[\text{YH}] = ()$ and $PO[\text{ZH}] = ()$ under a similar principle to enter. It is also possible to enter the fifth degree polynomials.

**Heidenhain**

The iTNC control systems made by Heidenhain allow the creation of NC programs based on spline interpolations as well. In this control system smooth curves can be programmed using parameters under which the control system calculates the polynomials for machine tool axes. The general formulation of polynomials is given as follows:

$$X(t) = K3X \cdot t^3 + K2X \cdot t^2 + K1X \cdot t + X,$$
$$Y(t) = K3Y \cdot t^3 + K2Y \cdot t^2 + K1Y \cdot t + Y,$$
$$Z(t) = K3Z \cdot t^3 + K2Z \cdot t^2 + K1Z \cdot t + Z.$$ (2)

The iTNC control systems are ready to program the smooth curves in multi-axis machining as well. For this purpose, the programmed NC program blocks are extended by parameters of polynomials for rotary machine tool axes having a similar notation as the previous polynomials. The following notations are examples of polynomial equations for controlling rotary axes (the axes of rotation chosen here are labeled A and B, but of course other letters may be used, according to machine configuration):

$$A(t) = K3A \cdot t^3 + K2A \cdot t^2 + K1A \cdot t + A,$$
$$B(t) = K3B \cdot t^3 + K2B \cdot t^2 + K1B \cdot t + B.$$ (3)

The following abbreviations are used in the notation:

- $X(t)$, $Y(t)$, $Z(t)$, $A(t)$, $B(t)$ ........... third-degree polynomials, for each machine tool axis,
- $X$, $Y$, $Z$, $A$, $B$ ................. coordinates of the end point,
- $K3X$, $K2X$, $K1X$ ............... polynomial coefficients for the X axis,
- $K3Y$, $K2Y$, $K1Y$ ............... polynomial coefficients for the Y axis,
- $K3Z$, $K2Z$, $K1Z$ ............... polynomial coefficients for the Z axis,
- $K3A$, $K2A$, $K1A$ ............... polynomial coefficients for the A axis,
K3B, K2B, K1B .............. polynomial coefficients for the B axis,

\( t \) .............................. variable running from 1 to 0 and depends on the

feed-rate and length of spline interpolation.

The syntax of NC program blocks for five-axis machining:

```
SPL X... Y... Z... A... B...
K3X... K2X... K1X...
K3Y... K2Y... K1Y...
K3Z... K2Z... K1Z...
K3A... K2A... K1A...
K3B... K2B... K1B... F...
```

The sense of partial abbreviations is obvious from the explanation of abbreviations contained in equations (2) and (3). There is only the introduction to spline interpolation blocks (SPL abbreviation) and the possibility to specify the value of the feed-rate after the letter F. This all can be also seen in the literature [1].

**Mazak**

In the Mazatrol Matrix control system of Mazak there can be found two options for spline interpolation. The following information can be found in the literature [3] as well. The options are spline interpolation (G06.1) and NURBS interpolation (G06.2). Spline interpolation is for curves that pass through specified points. Then the first spline block of the NC program has the following syntax:

```
G06.1 X... Y... Z... F...
```

It is not necessary for the following blocks with other spline interpolation points to begin with the word G06.1. This is necessary only if another type of interpolation is programmed and then the program continues with spline interpolation again. The meaning of the abbreviations is obvious:

```
G06.1 .......... spline interpolation designation,
X, Y, Z .......... coordinates of the toolpath point,
F ............... feed-rate specification option.
```

Another option is to use NURBS interpolation, which assumes that the resulting curve does not pass through the specified points, but the specified points are the points of the control polygon. The syntax of the NC program block with NURBS interpolation is as follows:

```
G06.2 P... K... X... Y... Z... R... F...
```

Again, blocks with NURBS interpolation that follow do not have to include the designation of interpolation type. Otherwise, the same rule is valid as in the case of spline interpolation. The syntax of this interpolation contains the following abbreviations:

```
G06.2 .......... NURBS interpolation designation,
P ............... the number showing the curve order (order = P − 1),
K ................ parameter of knot vector,
X, Y, Z .......... coordinates of the control polygon point,
R ............... weight of the control polygon point,
F ............... feed-rate specification option.
```
3. Postprocessor functions and spline interpolation examples

In this chapter, attention will be paid to examples of spline interpolation notations in the CL data file and the need to translate CL data into the NC program. The list of options will be limited to Siemens NX and CATIA CAM systems.

First, it is necessary to ensure that the postprocessor allows generation of linear interpolation in the NC program. The toolpath in the NC program can be composed of interpolations of different types. In Fig. 2 we can see the difference between CL data and NC programs. The CL data file (in Fig. 2 – left) is observed from the CATIA CAM system. In our case the NC program (see Fig. 2 – right) is generated in a format according to ISO code and specifications of Siemens company for the Sinumerik 840 control system. Fig. 2 also shows the postprocessor functions such as formatting and modalities of application of certain words.

![Fig.2: The difference between CL data and NC program with linear and circular interpolations (left – CL data, right – NC program)](image)

Linear interpolation is not the only interpolation which can be used in NC programs and therefore the postprocessor must allow adequate translation of circular interpolation and spline interpolation as well. Fig. 2 shows the differences between the CL data containing a combination of linear and circular interpolation (left) and the generated NC program also containing a combination of linear and circular interpolation (right). An example of linear interpolation is marked by dark frames (in Fig. 2) and an example of circular interpolation is marked by light frames (in Fig. 2). Further postprocessor function is evident. The right sense of circular interpolation (G2, G3) must be generated. We can also add that the feed rate in the NC program are generated using the R-parameters.

The postprocessor is then functional for generating linear interpolation, circular interpolation and their combinations. Finally, the postprocessor must be able to process spline interpolation and to generate the correct translation into the NC program. An example of CL data, including spline interpolation is shown in Fig. 3. It is obvious that this is a completely different description of the tool movement compared with linear or circular interpolation. This CL data file is observed from CATIA CAM system as well. After the
Fig. 3: The difference between CL data and NC program with spline interpolations (left – CL data, right – NC program)

Fig. 4: Comparison of CL data with linear interpolations and CL data with spline interpolations (left – linear interpolations, right – spline interpolations)
translation of CL data is done by the postprocessor, the corresponding NC program can be seen in Fig. 3 right. Again, this is an equivalent translation of the description contained in the CL data with the fact that it is now adapted to the requirements of the machine and its control system. An example of an initial block of a sequence of spline interpolations is marked by light frames (in Fig. 3) and an example of the spline interpolation is then marked by dark frames (in Fig. 3). It is also clear that in the NC program a combination of linear interpolation and spline interpolation can be included too (see blocks N135 and N140). The postprocessor functions required to generate NC programs with linear interpolation, circular interpolation and spline interpolation for the CATIA system are thus completed.

In Fig. 4 we can see a comparison between the toolpath described in CL data with linear interpolations (Fig. 4 – left) and the toolpath described in CL data with spline interpolations (Fig. 4 – right). This is specifically the data from the Siemens NX CAM system. Black boxes mark the sections of toolpaths that are in mutual relation in both cases of the description of the toolpath. It is clear that the path described with spline interpolations is shorter than the path described by linear interpolations. The resulting NC program is shorter and the control system does not handle as many blocks of NC program.

In Fig. 5 we can see the final NC program after translation of CL data done by the postprocessor. The corresponding postprocessor functions are mentioned e.g. in the literature [4] and [5]. The controller reads thus-prepared data easily and can handle the commands for controlling the tool. This data are fully compatible with the Sinumerik 840 control system. Fig. 5 shows that among certain sections of the toolpath the CAM system cannot create a sequence of polynomial interpolations and therefore the block with linear interpolation has to be inserted (block N165). It is very bad because the smoothness of the curve is not observed, as it is presented in the literature [7].

Fig. 6 captures the part of the NC program with interpolations of spline type for toolpath control using iTNC 530 control system by Heidenhain. The figure also shows the block with linear interpolation (block 31).

The last two figures (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) show the sections of toolpath described with spline interpolation for multi-axis control. Fig. 7 presents the CL data prepared in the CATIA CAM.
Fig.6: Example of the NC program with interpolations of spline type for the control system Heidenhain iTNC 530

```
BEGIN NURBS_SIEMENS (D=3,F=100.000,AXIS=UVR,LNGTH= 55.000)
M01 X= 67.76426, Y= 52.67898, Z= 214.72592, W= 80.66857, VH-52.6880, ZH= 252.60603, D=K 0.00000, VH-1.00000;
M1 X= 67.16855, Y=-52.78248, Z= 210.21829, W= 182.06889, VH-52.71911, ZH= 251.29253, D=K 0.00000, VH-1.00000;
M2 X= 66.16789, Y=-52.34892, Z= 209.23191, W= 182.05939, VH-52.35794, ZH= 250.90615, D=K 0.00000, VH-2.78157, W= 1.00000;
M3 X= 64.93429, Y=-51.23935, Z= 208.35718, W= 182.04659, VH-51.09402, ZH= 249.30192, D=K 0.00000, VH-1.48026, W= 1.00000;
M4 X= 63.96272, Y=-49.91019, Z= 207.89087, W= 99.85582, VH-49.91021, ZH= 249.5643, D=K 1.39729, W= 1.00000;
M5 X= 63.28510, Y=-48.05474, Z= 208.30391, W= 99.17749, VH-48.04376, ZH= 249.71485, D=K 0.00000, VH-1.00000;
END NURBS_SIEMENS
```

Fig.7: Example of CL data from CAM CATIA with spline interpolation (NURBS) for multi-axis machining system. The equivalent section of the NC program of the toolpath marked by a rectangle in Fig. 7 can be seen in Fig. 8. This is a format that uses two spatial NURBS curves prepared for the needs of the Sinumerik 840 control system. Notice that the description has been already mentioned above in the article. What is missing at the beginning of the NC program is...
only the initial sequence of blocks, where it is appropriate first to use a linear interpolation (with the directional cosines to determine the tool orientation in space instead of angular coordinates for the rotational axes) together with the ORIVECT function and to position the tool in space. After that, via ORICURVE function, we can generate the NC program blocks with multi-axis spline interpolations.

4. Conclusion

The article summarizes the possibilities of using spline interpolations to create the NC program. It is not possible to list all the possible control systems and therefore three representative control systems (SINUMERIK 840, TNC 530 and Mazatrol Matrix) have been selected. The article presents the formats and syntax of NC program blocks for these control systems using spline interpolations. Generally speaking, it is appropriate to use the spline interpolation in order to minimize the number of blocks of NC program. The control system need not process a large number of blocks of NC program as in the case of linear interpolation. In addition, the toolpath is prepared so that the control system can drive the tool by a smooth curve, which has a positive influence on the characteristic of the feed-rate, particularly at high tolerance requirements for the toolpath. When using linear interpolation the NC program contains a large number of blocks which could affect the NC program processing time (depending on the block processing time of the control system). Let this article be a basis for those who want to use spline interpolation to create NC programs. Therefore, basic information about spline interpolations is put forward here, depending on the control systems and the relationship to the CAD/CAM system. Not all control systems have the same spline interpolations and in some control systems they are not included. The same is true even in the case of CAM systems. In some CAM systems spline interpolations are not used and if so, how the data is generated in the CL data it depends on the computational core of the CAM system.
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